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This paper seeks to locate the "haptic" within the making and reading of artists books, and to contribute to 
the emerging critical discourse on books by artists. 
 
In his article Reading by Hand: the Haptic evaluation of artists books1 Gary Frost identifies a new aspect to 
the discourse.  He writes about " the aesthetic consequences of a work of book art in the hands of the reader 
where tactile qualities and features of mobility are appreciated. This is a haptic (pertaining to the technology 
of touch) domain where the study of touch as a mode of communication is at work." He locates this idea 
within what he acknowledges as the "great environment for evaluating artists books" that Johanna Drucker 
has provided the field. 
 
Frost's article is brief. His phrase "touch as a mode of communication" grounds the descriptors of the haptic 
that he proposes might be useful in the emerging critical discourse. It's clear that his ideas are well founded 
in the practice of making books. Research into critical discourses that relate the haptic to creative practices 
soon identifies significant variance within them. In particular the engagement of the haptic by Gilles Deleuze 
and Félix Guattari in the chapter, 1440: The Smooth and the Striated, of their book A Thousand Plateaus2 is 
significant for the emerging critical discourse. Deleuze and Guattari bind the haptic to "smooth space" and 
give examples of smooth space within creative practices. Their seminal text facilitates critical investigation of 
artworks both through a theoretical framework and critical terminology.  
 
The many dictionary definitions of Haptics state that it is the science that deals with the sense of touch / the 
branch of psychology that relates to cutaneous senses, and that the Haptic is that which relates to the sense 
of touch. This broad edge of haptics is discussed by David Prytherch3 who focuses on four basic procedures 
of haptic exploration as analysed by Lederman and Klatsky in 1987. These are, lateral motion - identifying 
surface and texture information, pressure - identifying material firmness, contour following - identifying form 
and enclosure - identifying volume. These terms may prove to play a role in the evaluation of artists books. 
They reflect the scope of Prytherch’s article in which he states that research demonstrates;  

 
that what we perceive through touch is significantly different to what we perceive through vision 
though it also implies that they are "perceptually linked and informing each other",  
 
that we learn to read through our touch, which is a symphony of simultaneously perceived information,  
 
and that our perception of touch is best served with two hands.  

 
He concludes with a quote attributed to B Russell in 1997,  “ Not only our geometry and physics, but our 
whole conception of what exists outside us, is based upon the sense of touch.”4 
 
Deleuze’s and Guattari’s abstraction of the haptic is very different to Prytherch's description. They draw on 
Alois Riegl's application of the haptic to the representation of space in early western art and incorporate it 
into an aesthetic model of what they term as "smooth and striated space". They adopt the haptic and fuse it 
to smooth space specifically as it “invites the assumption” that smooth space “is both the object of a close 
vision par excellence and the element of a haptic space (which may be as much visual or auditory as 
tactile).”5 For Deleuze and Guattari, smooth space is a haptic environment, one that is interpreted through an 
intimate relationship with it, corporeally and or experientially, involving any of the senses. They correlate it to 
nomadic existences, at its smoothest “like Eskimo space”6 or the "white out" of a blizzard. Navigating these 
spaces requires an intimate knowledge of and/or direct physical engagement with the environment. Any 
points of reference can only be perceived haptically. Using a number of models to clarify their concept they 
describe; 
 

Smooth space as the path of a nomad, a path that passes through a point, a path that is informed by 
the nature of a point, whereas striated space as a path determined by points at either end of it, a path 
informed by its destination and origin.  
 
Smooth space as traversing through an environment relying on an immersive perception of it, 
informed by an intimacy of the space, whereas striated space as traversing through an environment in 
reference to a mapping of it, informed by a territorialization of the space. 



 
Smooth space as close-range vision in which you can “lose oneself, without landmarks”, whereas 
striated space is long-distance vision by which you can ground yourself in reference to a horizon.  

 
In their "aesthetic model" Deleuze and Guattari clarify that significant creative works are generated through 
both spaces. They relate smooth and striated space to three couplings, haptic - optical, close - distant and 
abstract line - concrete line. Smooth space relates to the haptic, closeness, immediacy and the abstract. 
Striated space relates to the optical, distance and the readily understood (concrete). Smooth and striated 
space is defined not by the nature of a place, be it physical, conceptual, virtual or other, but by the nature of 
a body's engagement with a place. Simply put the more reliant a person is on their "haptic" perceptions of a 
place the smoother is their experience of that space. Conversely the less reliant a person is on their haptic 
perceptions of a place, and consequentially more reliant on their optical perceptions of it, the more striated is 
their experience of that place. 
 
Deleuze and Guattari describe how these spaces relate to each other. “(S)mooth space is constantly being 
translated, transversed into striated space” such as the mapping of the earths surface so satellite navigation 
can facilitate accurate and efficient travel. “(S)triated space is constantly being reversed, returned to a 
smooth space.” reflected in the descriptive term - a concrete jungle, a space constructed through striation 
however often experienced in the reverse by those who occupy it as a smooth space. In relation to creative 
works translations and reversals can occur at any stage of their conception, making and reading/viewing. 
 
The modeling of aesthetic practices into smooth/haptic and striated spaces by Deleuze and Guattari raises a 
question that expands on Frost's initial application of the haptic to the emerging critical discourse. Does 
Deleuze’s and Guattari’s abstraction of the haptic offer a means to advance the emerging critical discourse 
on artists books? 
 
I begin to answer this question by evaluating John Smith's 2004 artists book The Book of Laughing and 
Crying. Supporting this evaluation is a web based copy of Smiths artists book at; 
 
 www.silverwattlepress.com/REaDBOOKS/BoLaC/BoLaC.html 
      
     
        
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                        
 
 
 
 
 



In a recent description of his practice J Smith states,  
 

"I have deliberately employed a strategy of looking at a lot of children’s work and sometimes directly 
borrowing from them. I have built a repertoire of mark making and painting processes over a long 
period of time that I see as unlearning and effacing on the one hand and yet engineering and 
composing paintings on the other to produce a psychological affinity (in) the tradition of the Grotesque.“  
“.. they are gestural, immediate and expressionist works. However the strategy of appropriating and 
manipulating a young child’s drawing in the composition of the features of the face is an intellectual 
decision I made to develop a format to produce a series of works. This creates a strong tension, of two 
figures kind of tearing themselves apart, within the face.”  

 
The genre of the grotesque often involves the combination of distorted human figures and patterning. Smith's 
book reflects this, working on the patterns of numbers within the books pages he has drawn obscure laughing 
and crying faces. 
 

 
 
The initial function of The Book of Laughing and Crying was as a marine navigational aid. With over a 
million mechanically printed numerical figures contained in tables on its pages, Smith selected this book as a 
representation of bureaucracy. He has drawn in texta and highlighter pens over these tables. The book is 
replete with tensions exemplifying, the tension between creative practice and bureaucracy, Jacques 
Derrida's “insoluble tension between gathering through dispersion”7, the tension between smooth and 
striated spaces as described by G Deleuze & F Guattari, and the tension between Johanna Drucker & 
Marshall Webber8. The artwork's reliance on the form of the book to be realised also exemplifies Ulises 
Carrion's and Germano Celant's defining perceptions of books made by artists9.  
 
When asked what the books initial purpose was (before it was altered), Smith described it as a book used "to 
find out where you are.” The book's tabulated numerical values are used to interpret astro-nautical readings 
to accurately locate where you are on the surface of the earth. An extraordinary achievement in its time the 
book has long since been replaced by GPS technology - however the mechanical recording of numbers in the 
book, the grid structure and methodical mapping of the earths surface clearly reflects a bureaucratic 
structure. A structure that after dealing with for so long Smith does not know whether to laugh or cry about. 
The red marks in Smiths drawing represent laughing and the blue marks crying. During the many hours spent 
in meetings that he has been required to attend in his capacity as a senior academic Smith has developed a 
particular habit of drawing child like images on the paperwork accompanying the agendas of such meetings. 
This drawing practice is the basis of the over 150 drawings in this artists book. They are childlike, though in 
no way childish, unrestrained and carefree of formal boundaries other than those of the books structure. The 
drawings lounge over the text and numbers, spilling over the surface of the paper as a child's drawing might. 
As Smith has stated “the book represents bureaucracy and structure and I drew all over the fucker".  
 
In this context, as a reader's enclosed hand reads the volume and pressing weight of the gathered pages a 
burden of frustration is conveyed. This book contains an uneasy sadness as the number of drawings mount 
up representing the many hours spent dealing with bureaucracy. The unresolved tension between a creative 
practice and institutional structure permeates the pages of this book. Under its aesthetic layers and typical 
Australian humour, this is not an appealing artwork; this is an articulate expression of frustration.  
 



The multiple tensions in this artwork echo Derrida's description of the book and gives weight to Smiths choice 
of the book as medium. The first of six volumes, this book's earlier function relied specifically on the gathered 
set. In the absence of the other five volumes the initial book has been lost. Derrida's "insoluble tension" does 
not describe a tension that cannot be dissolved but rather the containment of two parts that will not dissolve, 
like a glass jar containing both water and oil. To be a book the insoluble acts of gathering and dispersion 
must be held together in tension. Allow this tension to dissipate and the book is lost. Smith has recycled this 
volume relying on it to make a new book, to hold in tension the insoluble acts of gathering his drawings to 
disperse them. He could disperse them ungathered however they only convey his intent gathered. 
  
This reliance on the book, on the tension within a book as refined by Derrida, on the physical structure of a 
codex as vocabulary to convey content as Carrion describes, places the book of laughing and crying 
succinctly within Celant's defining idea of becoming an artwork through the book. Smith relies on the book, 
both conceptually and as medium to realise this artwork.  
 
Smith's pairing of a creative practice and institutional structure finds common ground in Deleuze’s and 
Guattari’s couplings of haptic - optical, close - distant and abstract line - concrete line. The 6 Volumes of the 
TABLES OF COMPUTED ALTITUDE AND AZIMUTH represent an intense striation of the oceans and Smiths 
coupling of them to his smooth childlike drawings is a very tangible engagement with both spaces. He has 
never encountered Deleuze’s and Guattari’s maritime model of smooth and striated space and his choice to 
alter a book that is the very archetypal striation of the oceans demonstrates the strength of his creative 
output. Looking specifically for the haptic, for smooth spaces in The Book of Laughing and Crying three can 
be readily identified.  
 
Firstly an obvious one is Smiths's drawing practice. His stated intent of unlearning and effacing his drawing 
practices are a deliberate pursuit of the haptic, of close vision and the abstract line. The drawings float, 
ungrounded from any perspective or little interpretive references, there are no horizons or landmarks other 
than the edges of the pages themselves. They are abstract with only hints of figurative content. They deface 
the initial book, dismissing a journey between two points. The narrative structure inherent in the codex does 
determine the sequence of the drawings though Smith has traversed this structure as a nomad reading a 
path, rather than following a path between the two points of the front and back covers.  
 
Secondly this altered book's structure is a smooth space not the striated space that the book was in its initial 
form. Smith achieves this literally and simply by taking it out of its initial context. In the new context the tables 
of numbers begin to reflect Eskimo space, a space without any tangible visual signs. A space where haptic 
perception is the only means of engagement, the only frame of reference. The horizon is referred to in the 
numbers though in a language inaccessible which effectively obscures it from view. While the case binding 
implies a specific sequence to follow the inherent pattern of reading a codex offers little narrative.  
 
Thirdly reading The Book of Laughing and Crying is a haptic activity, a smooth space. This artwork, this book 
is a space that can only be interpreted through an intimate relationship with it, corporeally and or 
experientially, involving visual, tactile and auditory perception. At an elementary level the book must be 
opened which requires the reader to touch the artwork. Once initiated the reading takes on a very different 
nature to the defined interpretive guidelines that determined the reading of the book in its initial form. A reader 
who comes across this book needs to spend time with it, find their way through it, seek out a resolution as 
they develop a familiarity with it and respond to it, or they may abandon it. This very evaluation of The Book 
of Laughing and Crying that you are reading demonstrates a haptic reading, smooth space within reading and 
that Deleuze’s and Guattari’s abstraction of the haptic can inform the emerging critical discourse. 
 
Smith's transition of a striated found book into a smooth artists book also exemplifies the differences 
between correlating artists book practices. The refined qualities read by the hand in lateral motion over the 
surface of the pages remind the reader that this book is a manufactured product, in stark contrast to the texta 
drawings on the printed pages. The complex designing that is commonly involved in the production of books 
represents a highly striated space, a space where many artists books are generated. Conversely, allowing 
the making of the artwork to inform the nature of a book represents a smooth space. This difference is what is 
contested between Drucker and Webber. Drucker's efforts to ensure the emerging critical discourse is 
advanced, is a striation of the field. Webber's concerns and resistance is an effort to ensure the smoothing 
the field. Neither needs to be privileged as the two spaces merge into and emerge out of each other. 
 
 



 
 
 
The strength within The Book of Laughing and Crying lies in Smiths reliance on both the physical structure 
that is a codex and the tension inherent in what a book is to give expression to the tension and frustration 
between smooth and striated spaces. The found book, of dense mathematical tables housed in a codex, 
facilitating point to point travel over the oceans, is the striated space. Smith’s childlike drawing practice, 
unlearning and effacing, following yet defacing the path of the codex's structure, is a smooth space. They are 
held together in tension becoming an artwork through the book, the medium is and conveys the message. 
 
Poetically there is an aspect of Smiths book that ironically plays out this tension. The very structure that 
allows Smith to so effectively express himself also confines his expression. Like a child who starts a drawing 
on a piece of paper only to find themselves running out of space, Smiths smooth drawings are informed and 
confined by the striated edges of these pages, "its a joke, but a very serious one" (John Smith). 
 
This brief application of Deleuze’s and Guattari’s abstraction of the haptic to an artists book raises enough 
questions to warrant further evaluation of it. For example, what book structures represent a smoothing of 
artists book practices, and how have artists relied on them to realise their artworks?  
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